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Abstract—Many wireless sensor network (WSN) scheme consisting of computer-controlled switches operated at end-users premises to shift loads targeting a homogenized national demand profile. The paper presents further simulation of the economic model corresponding to the above described scheme representing an incentive-based demand response. In the simulation the impact of these programs on load shape and peak load magnitudes, financial benefit to users as well as reduction of energy consumption are shown. The results demonstrated more homogenized load curves at lesser peak load magnitudes and reduced energy cost.

Index Terms—Demand side management, smart grid, load management.

I. INTRODUCTION

Growing electrical demands followed by constantly growing supply led to troubled electrical services manifested mainly by daily and seasonal excessive but short-lasting successive peak and low demands. Peak demands are usually associated with compromised power quality, risk of forced outages and high-priced energy supply; while low-demands in contrast might be driving some power plants to be operating at critical economic viability. Demand-side-response techniques are helping electricity users to become proactively participating in averting detrimental conditions presently prevailing in the electricity sector. Coordinated strategies shall help achieving improved use of electrical power plants and pertinent infrastructure, besides integrated use of different types of energy sources. The Iranian Energy Market Operator is managing power flows across the Iranian Capital Territory (as Tavanir co.), Khorasan Razavi, Isfahan, Yazd, Gilan and other provinces in our Territory are not currently connected to this market primarily and online yet because of lack of infrastructures to connect to the market. The electricity market comprises of a wholesale sector and a competitive retail sector. All electricity dispatched in the market must be traded through the central spot market. Fig. 1 depicts an example of an actual energy demand and prices situation regularly broadcasted on the internet by the AMEO [1]. The price curve is closely following the demand curve.

Electricity prices are typically at their lowest level during times of low demand (off-peak) e.g. at night. Traditionally, prices are soaring twice daily following morning and evening peak demands. For most residential electricity customers, electricity pricing doesn't vary; instead, consumers typically pay flat-rate price regardless of the time of day. Fig. 2 summarizes an example of classic fluctuations in electricity price in Queensland, from 22 May 2008 to 22 May 2009 according to [2]. This graph illustrates that the average price during that time was in the range of $50/MWh (¢5/kWh) Regional Reference Wholesale Price (RRP), however, extreme prices occurred exceeding $500/MWh (¢50/kWh). The graph indicates also that excessive demands are occurring regularly in all states on the interconnected power network. [3] stated that customers, even those bound by flat-rate contracts, must bear the additional cost for managing the corresponding extreme prices. Fig. 3 illustrates the occurrence of electricity demand supplied in Queensland during the year 2008 as extracted from data of the [1]. The figure indicates mainly the fact that the higher the load above the base load the lesser likely the extent of their duration will be. Base load power stations are those operated twenty four hours a day throughout the year corresponding to a plant capacity factor (plant utilization factor) of 1 providing thus the most economic operation and the least possible energy price [4], [5].
Any loads exceeding the base load are usually covered by other power plants operated for shorter periods at plant capacity factor lesser than 1 providing thus higher energy prices. This implies, the higher the peak demand is the higher the energy price will be. Accordingly, the limited operation of the more expensive power plants makes their operation even more expensive. Fig. 4 illustrates the occurrence of the regional reference wholesale price RRP in Queensland during the year 2008; extracted from the [1]. The figure indicates mainly that low-priced supplies are taking place at very high occurrences of more than 80% a year, while high prices occur at lower frequencies. For instance, prices around AUD $20/MWh are occurring at frequencies of about 80 %, while prices of over $50/MWh have occurrences of less than 10 %. Objectives of this work are to achieve reduced peak demand, improved power system supply economics by improving capacity/utilization factor of electrical networks and finally reduced transmission and distribution losses by curtailment of load during demand peak events.

II. DEMAND SIDE RESPONSE (DSR)

Demand side response (DSR), as described by [6] can be defined as the changes in electricity usage by end-use customers from their normal consumption patterns in response to changes in the price of electricity over time. The Department of Energy (DOE) is describing in [7] demand side response as a tariff or program established to motivate changes in electric usages by end-use customers in response to changes in the price of electricity over time. Demand side response provides means for users to reduce the power consumption and save energy. Further on, it maximizes utilizing the current capacity of the distribution system infrastructure, reducing or eliminating the need for building new lines and expanding the system.

The energy users association of Australia targeting a DSR action summarizes by [4] that, for example, South Australian electricity consumers only use the highest 10% of their maximum electrical demand on the network less than 0.5% of the time per year, i.e., for about 40 hours per year. The report is stating further: while the electricity consumers are insulated from price volatility by ‘flat’ electricity prices, they are also paying a significant and undisclosed (hard to evaluate) premium in their retail electricity prices to cover the retail supplier’s costs of managing the risks of the extreme price volatility.

In a report of the DOE [8] while the nation’s transportation sector emits 20% of all the carbon dioxide produced, the generation of electricity emits 40% – clearly presenting an enormous challenge for the electric power industry in terms of global climate change. [6] reports new approach to electric power adding computers and communications to the existing network. The combined effects of energy efficiency and demand response on the potential for peak demand reduction for the United States as a whole are presented in [9] showing savings approaching 43% of the peak demand in 2030. Such savings are capable of not only reducing the need for new generation capacity, but also compensating for grid reliability problems.

III. DEMAND SIDE RESPONSE MODELS

Many different economic models are used to represent Demand Side Response programs. In the report [9] of the strategic plan of the International Energy Agency (IEA), DSR is divided into two basic categories, namely, the time based program and the incentives based program. According to [8] the specific types of time based program are: time of use (TOU), real time pricing (RTP) and critical peak pricing. The FERC reports in [6], the specific types of incentive based program consist of direct load control (DLC), Interruptible/curtailable (I/C), demand bidding (DB), emergency demand response program (EDRP), capacity market (CAP) and ancillary service markets (A/S) programs. In the following, an overview of selected DSR models: I/C program, the EDRP, TOU and the proposed scheme, as presented in Fig. 5.

A. Interruptible/ Curtailable Program (I/C)

The interruptible/curtailable service provides incentives/rewords to customers participating to curtail electricity demand. The electricity provider sends directives to the user for following this program at certain times. The user must obey those directives to curtail their electricity when being notified from the utility or face penalties. For example: the customer must curtail their electricity consumption starting from 6:00 pm – 7:00 pm; those customers who are following will get a financial bonus/reword to their electricity bill from the utility. In California the incentive of I/C program was $700 /MWh/month in 2001 as reported in [8].

Fig. 3. Occurrence of electrical energy demand Queensland during 2008. Peak demand 8413 MW, base-load 4100 MW and total supplied electrical energy 52.18 TWh. Data extracted from the Australian Energy Market Operator [1].
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B. Emergency Demand Response Program (EDRP)

EDRP is an energy-efficient program that provides incentives to customers who can reduce electricity usage for a certain time; this is usually conducted at the time of limited availability of electricity. To participate on this program, all customers are expected to reduce their energy consumption during the events. Emergency Demand Response Program provides typical incentive payment of $350-$500/MWh of curtailed demand as in [9]. [9] reports further, utility have requested voluntary curtailments from customers during system emergencies in the past however, the provider did not pay customer for these curtailments.

C. Time of Use Program

In this program, the electricity prices are determined according to the electricity supply cost from the utility as reported in [9], e.g. high price in peak period and low price for off-peak time. For applying this program, the utility does not provide reward or penalty to customer. To participate, all customers are required to remove their energy consumption during peak sessions to off-peak sessions as soon as their receipt information from the utility.

D. The Proposed Scheme

The proposed scheme in this research will be enabling customers to achieve savings by curtailing electrical consumption or shifting loads from high- to low-priced aims avertion periods of peak demand congestion, e.g. making use of night tariffs instead of day tariffs. Usually the electricity price will be high during peak demands and low at off-peak periods. Customers are controlling consumption on self controlled load preferences. In case the user is in a DSR program agreement with the supplier, the scheme is allowing additional savings besides the benefits and saving already achieved through the DSR agreement. The proposed scheme is securing financial and energy savings to user’s independent from user’s benefits from a DSR program.

IV. METHODOLOGY

The scheme uses a router and a programmable internet relay and solid-state switches to control electrical demand at the user’s premises. The relay is programmed to receive and act upon information received from the AEMO on the internet about demand/price conditions. Fig. 6 illustrates the scheme, where four appliances are controlled by four solid state switches receiving on/off signals from the relay. Consumers use local computers to set-up their preferences for appliance profile usage and priorities, e.g. Table I. The profile of appliances identifies when an appliance is run according to electricity price or network conditions (national demand. Pursuant to the order from the relay to a solid-state switch, household appliances connected to that switch can be turned on/off. All control systems above are implemented by a shell script under a Linux operation system. Fig. 7 shows the pseudo code of the controller that is executed with each interaction. Table I illustrates an example of an appliance profile. All control systems above is implemented by a shell script under a Linux operation system.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Appliance</th>
<th>Start After</th>
<th>Finish Before</th>
<th>Session Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Air Condition</td>
<td>20:00 PM</td>
<td>12:00 AM</td>
<td>Off-Peak Session</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dishwasher</td>
<td>20:00 PM</td>
<td>12:00 AM</td>
<td>Off-Peak Session</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washing Machine</td>
<td>20:00 PM</td>
<td>12:00 AM</td>
<td>Off-Peak Session</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

V. ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

In order to evaluate the effect of the proposed scheme on electricity energy saving the electricity price/demand in Queensland for the period 2-4 May 2010 has been used, Fig. 6. In the following, seven scenarios have been formulated to demonstrate the results as presented in Fig. 8 and summarized in Table II. Scenario1. In this scenario users are shifting 711 MWh peak electricity usages occurring between 17:00-20:00 pm towards the time period 20:00-23:00 pm when energy demand and prices are low. All participants are suggested to set-up the electricity profile to stop some appliance from running during that time. For example, air conditioning, washing machines and dishwashers. Achievable savings in energy cost $35644.

Scenario2. Users are shifting peak demand of 711 MWh occurring between 17:00-20:00 pm has to be shifted to the period between 23.30 pm to 00:00 am. Achievable savings in energy cost $53467. Scenario3. Users are shifting peak demand of 711 MWh occurring between 17:00-20:00 pm has to be shifted as to the period between 02:00 am to 05:00 am. Achievable savings in: Fig. 6. Controlled scenario.

If [start - $Finish]; then
Case name in
Air Condition) turn on relay1 State=1
Dishwasher) turn on relay2 State=1
Washing Machine) turn on relay3 State=1
Kettle) turn on relay4 State=1
Else
Case name in
Air Condition) turn on relay1 State=0
Dishwasher) turn on relay2 State=0
Washing Machine) turn on relay3 State=0
Kettle) turn on relay4 State=0
Finish

Scenario4. Users are shifting peak demand of 711 MWh occurring between 17:00-20:00 pm has to be shifted to the period between 05:00 am to 07:30 am. Achievable savings in energy cost $53467. Scenario5. Users are shifting peak demand of 711 MWh occurring between 17:00-20:00 pm has

Fig. 7. Pseudo code of the control loop.
to be shifted to the period between 07:30 am to 10:30 am. No savings in energy cost due to applicable day-time tariffs. However, the scheme was still able to remove congestions out of peak demand area.

Scenario 6. Users are shifting peak demand of 1078 MWh occurring between 10:30 am, 20:30 pm. All participants are suggested to set-up the electricity profile to stop some appliance to run during this time. User can run chosen appliances between 20:30 pm, 01:30 am. Achievable savings in energy cost $46323.

Scenario 7. Users are shifting peak demand of 1078 MWh occurring between 10:30 am-20:30 pm. All participants are suggested to set-up the electricity profile to stop some appliance to run during this time. User can run chosen appliances between 01:30 am to 04:00 am. Achievable savings in energy cost $81065.

VI. DISCUSSION

The scheme can be considered a complementary effort to concurrent energy supplier’s efforts to mitigate electrical peak demands and the associated technical and economic detriments. It allows electricity end-users to “smoothen out” significant peaks by curtailing or shifting demand, avoiding or delaying investments in new infrastructure. A wide deployment of the scheme will allow a quite flattened load profile representing thus an optimized use of the electricity generation and distribution infrastructure. The scheme is aiming to achieve reduced energy prices and price volatility, curbing peak demands, improved grid usability and reliability, and reduced energy consumption. Additionally, the scheme is providing additional capacity more quickly and more efficiently than new supplies. The flexibility provided lowers the likelihood and consequences of forced outages as well. By reducing significant peaks, the scheme is averting the need to use the most costly-to-run power plants, driving electricity costs down for all electricity users. And most importantly, by enabling end-users to observe electricity prices and congestions on the electrical network it allows users to be positively sharing responsibility by reducing and optimizing energy consumption and experiencing electricity savings. The scheme can be considered a complementary effort to concurrent energy supplier’s efforts to mitigate electrical peak demands and the associated technical and economic detriments. It allows electricity end-users to “smoothen out” significant peaks by curtailing or shifting demand, avoiding or delaying investments in new infrastructure. A wide deployment of the scheme will allow a quite flattened load profile representing thus an optimized use of the electricity generation and distribution infrastructure. The scheme is aiming to achieve reduced energy prices and price volatility, curbing peak demands, improved grid usability and reliability, and reduced energy consumption. Additionally, the scheme is providing additional capacity more quickly and more efficiently than new supplies. The flexibility provided lowers the likelihood and consequences of forced outages as well. By reducing significant peaks, the scheme is averting the need to use the most costly-to-run power plants, driving electricity costs down for all electricity users. And most importantly, by enabling end-users to observe electricity prices and congestions on the electrical network it allows users to be positively sharing responsibility by reducing and optimizing energy consumption and experiencing electricity savings.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

The scheme is aiming to reduce the energy price volatility by decreasing peak demands. A wide-scale deployment of the scheme shall be increasing grid reliability, reducing energy cost, and optimizing energy consumption. To achieve that, the scheme allows electricity end-users to “smooth-out” significant peaks by curtailing or shifting demand. The scheme is effectively making use of the internet and modern communication systems to maximize benefit for the user and supplier. Additionally, the scheme is practically providing additional capacity more quickly and more efficiently than new supplies. The flexibility provided lowers the likelihood and consequences of forced outages as well. By reducing significant peaks, the scheme is averting the need to use the most costly-to-run power plants, driving electricity costs down for all electricity users. And most importantly, by enabling end-users to observe electricity prices and congestions on the electrical network it allows users to be positively sharing responsibility by reducing and optimizing energy consumption and experiencing electricity savings.

TABLE II: RESULT OF OPERATING SCENARIOS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario Nr</th>
<th>Time to cut electrical peak 1</th>
<th>Time to reconstruct load</th>
<th>Load cut (MWh)</th>
<th>Daily tariff (18.84 €/kWh)</th>
<th>Night tariff (11.32 €/kWh)</th>
<th>Saving ($)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>17:00 pm to 20:00 pm</td>
<td>20:00 pm to 23:00 pm</td>
<td>711</td>
<td>1395.32 €</td>
<td>9830.8 €</td>
<td>35644</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>17:00 pm to 20:00 pm</td>
<td>23:00 pm to 02:00 am</td>
<td>711</td>
<td>1395.32 €</td>
<td>8048.5 €</td>
<td>53467</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>20:00 pm to 01:00 am</td>
<td>01:00 am to 07:00 am</td>
<td>711</td>
<td>1395.32 €</td>
<td>8048.5 €</td>
<td>53467</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>07:00 am to 10:00 am</td>
<td>10:00 am to 17:00 am</td>
<td>711</td>
<td>1395.32 €</td>
<td>8048.5 €</td>
<td>53467</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>07:30 am to 10:30 am</td>
<td>10:30 am to 16:30 am</td>
<td>711</td>
<td>1395.32 €</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>10:30 pm to 01:30 am</td>
<td>01:30 am to 08:00 am</td>
<td>1078</td>
<td>2030.95 €</td>
<td>15677.2 €</td>
<td>46523</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>20:20 pm to 04:00 am</td>
<td>04:00 am to 23:00 pm</td>
<td>1078</td>
<td>2030.95 €</td>
<td>15677.2 €</td>
<td>46523</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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